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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the techniques that are explored in
the AppTek system to enhance the translations in the Turkish
to English track of IWSLT09. The submission was generated
using a phrase-based statistical machine translation system.
We also researched the usage of morpho-syntactic informa-
tion and the application of word reordering in order to im-
prove the translation results. The results are evaluated based
on BLEU and METEOR scores. We show that the usage of
morpho-syntactic information yields 3 BLEU points gain in
the overall system.

1. Introduction
In the IWSLT09 evaluation campaign, we focused on the
Turkish to English BTEC task. This paper describes the sta-
tistical machine translation system that is employed to gen-
erate the submissions for IWSLT09. We used a Turkish mor-
phological analyzer and chart parser in the preprocessing step
of the statistical machine translation (SMT) system.

There exists only a few studies that deal with Turkish
SMT [1, 2, 3, 4]. The ones that are available take Turkish
as the target language. There are important and interesting
challenges in this field that take root from the nature of the
Turkish language. We see this evaluation campaign as an im-
portant opportunity that will boost research on Turkish SMT.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the fol-
lowing section, an overview of the baseline SMT is given.
Next, we give information on Turkish syntax and morphol-
ogy in Section 3 from an SMT point of view. Section 4 de-
scribes the applied preprocessing steps in detail. Next, the
results are presented briefly in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. The Baseline System
The baseline system is trained on lowercased and tokenized
data without any factors. A 5-gram language model with
Kneser-Ney smoothing is built using the IRSTLM toolkit [5].
The language model is quantized and compiled in a mem-
ory mapped model in order to allow for space savings and
quicker upload of the model.

The core of the baseline system is based on the Moses
toolkit [6]. The alignments are created using GIZA++ [7].
The maximum length of phrases that are entered into the
phrase table is set to 15. All other parameters to the Moses
training script are kept at their default values and no factors
are used. The phrase table and the reordering table are bina-
rized after the training.

The default weights in the configuration file are tuned
and optimized with minimum error rate training (MERT) by
using devset1 data. Weight optimization is carried out on
BLEU scores [8].

In order to complete the entire SMT system, we trained
a recaser using the 20K BTEC train data and Moses. The
translation that is obtained for devset2 is recased and deto-
kenized before evaluating the quality based on the BLEU
metric.

3. Challenges on Turkish-English SMT
In this section we briefly explore the challenges that prevent
the construction of successful SMT systems as in other lan-
guage pairs, such as English-German. The divergence of
Turkish and English puts a rocky barrier in building a pros-
perous machine translation system. Morphological and syn-
tactic preprocessing is important in order to converge the two
languages.

The basic word order in Turkish is SOV but it is highly
flexible if compared to the rigid SVO word order in English.
It is possible to encounter any kind of word order variation
in Turkish except VOS. Similar facts about the grammatical
differences between both languages make English-Turkish a
difficult language pair. In Turkish, the head element is in the
final position in the phrase. The main constituent is usually
preceded by the modifiers and specifiers. If compared to En-
glish, the main constituent is moved to the beginning of the
phrase as in (1). The differences in the word orders require
to come up with effective reordering solutions in the training
data.

(1) senin masanın üstünde
you-GEN table-POSS above
’on your table’

The subject in a Turkish sentence can be dropped if it is a
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pronoun because verbs are always marked with PERSON and
NUMBER information. This property introduces a hard com-
plication into the translation process. The missing subject
has to be generated in the English text at a sentence initial
position as shown in (2).

(2) gazeteyi okudum
newspaper-ACC read-PAST-1SG
’I read the newspaper’

The predicative structure in a Turkish sentence can be a
copula. The verb ’be’ in English has to be generated in an
appropriate form for translating copulative constructions as
shown in (3).

(3) Ahmet müdür
Ahmet manager
’Ahmet is the manager’

Turkish is a highly agglutinative language with a rich set
of suffixes. Inflectional and derivational productions intro-
duce a big growth in the number of possible word forms.
The richness in morphology introduces many challenges to
the translation problem both to and from Turkish.

In general, nouns in Turkish inflect for person (1, 2
and 3), number (plural:PL and singular:SG), case (nomina-
tive:NOM, accusative:ACC, dative:DAT, genitive:GEN, abla-
tive:ABL, locative:LOC and instrumental:INST). Definiteness
of a noun is implied with the accusative case marker. Nouns
also show the possessor POSS agreement.

Turkish verbs inflect for person (1, 2 and 3), num-
ber (plural:PL and singular:SG), voice (active:ACT and pas-
sive:PASS), tense (past:PAST, present:PRES, future:FUT and
aorist:aor), mood (indicative:IND, conditional:COND and
necessitative:NECC) and polarity (positive:POS and nega-
tive:NEG). The verb can also denote many other aspectual in-
formation like ability, continuation and completion etc. The
infinitive (INF) form is also marked with a special morpheme.
The sample sentence in (4) demonstrates medium density in-
flection on a noun and a verb.

(4) arabalarımızla geldiler
car-PL-POSS-INST come-PAST-3PL
’They came with our cars’

Another challenge that is worth mentioning in this sec-
tion is the richness in the ambiguity in Turkish morpholog-
ical analysis. Derivational morphology is an important tool
to generate new words. It is very common that certain word-
forms can be analyzed in multiple ways.

4. Preprocessing
4.1. Morphological Analysis

We have used a morphological analysis (MA) system that
employs a finite state transducer (FST) augmented with uni-
fication based feature structures (FS). The MA system is ex-
plained in detail in [9]. In the system, manually crafted Turk-
ish morphology rules are compiled into finite state machines.

cam|cam|N|N|cam

kenarına|kenar|N|N.POSS.2SG.DAT|kenar+ın+a

kenarına|kenar|N|N.POSS.3SG.DAT|kenar+ı+na

yakın|yakın|ADJ|ADJ|yakın

bir|bir|QFR|QFR|bir

masaya|masa|N|N.DAT|masa+ya

geçmek|geç|V|V.INF|geç+mek

istiyoruz|iste|V|V.AOR.1PL|iste+iyor+uz

Table 1: Morphological analysis output for a sample sen-
tence.

These analysis rules are used to derive the uninflected form
of an inflected word. The rule definition is composed of
morpheme categories bundled with regular expression for-
malism.

Figure 1 depicts the simplified verb rule and the feature
structures that are associated to the morpheme categories.
The final feature structure that represents the input verb is
built by unifying the morpheme feature structures.

verb-rule ::
v-stem
( tense )
( person-number )

->
build ( verb )

1


cat verb
form iste
tense aor
person 1
number pl


verb

v-stem tense person-number

[
cat verb
form ’iste’

] [
tense aor

] [
person 1
number pl

]

Figure 1: Morphological analysis rule for the verb and the
unifying feature structures.

At the end of the analysis, the MA system is capable of
producing output in Moses factored format. The example
output for the sentence in (5) is given in Table 1.

(5) cam kenarına yakın bir masaya geçmek istiyoruz
window side- close a table- migrate- want-

POSS- DAT INF AOR-
3SG- 1PL
DAT-

’We want to move to a table close to the window’

4.2. Syntactic Analysis

Morphological analysis is carried out at the word context and
it is not enough to resolve the ambiguities. Therefore, we
have performed syntactic analysis in order to find out which
of the MA outputs are selected in the parse tree. For example,
in Table 1, there exist two different analyses for the word
kenarına, (’to his side’ vs. ’to your side’). This ambiguity
can be resolved only in the phrase context.

We used a syntactic analyzer that utilizes a chart parser in
which the rules modeling the source language grammar are
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augmented with feature structures. The parser is presented
in detail in [10]. The Turkish grammar is implemented man-
ually using Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) paradigm.
The primary data structure to represent the features and val-
ues is a directed acyclic graph (dag). The system also in-
cludes an expressive Boolean formalism, used to represent
functional expressions to access, inspect, or modify features
or feature sets in the dag. Complex feature structures (e.g.,
lists, sets, strings) can be associated with lexical entries and
grammatical categories using inheritance operations. Uni-
fication is used as the fundamental mechanism to integrate
information from lexical entries into larger grammatical con-
stituents.

A sample parse tree and the corresponding feature struc-
tures are shown in Figure 2. For simplicity, many details and
feature values are not given. The attribute-value matrix con-
taining the information originated from the lexicon and the
information extracted from morphological analysis is shown
on the leaf levels of the parse tree in the figure. The final fea-
ture structure corresponding to the root node is built during
the parsing process in cascaded unification operations speci-
fied in the grammar rules.



form ‘look’
tense past
num sg
person 3

subj


form adam
case nom
num sg
person 3



obj1


form topu
case acc
num sg
person 3



obj2


form çocuğa
case dat
num sg
person 3


adjunct

{[
form hemen

]}


sbar

vp

nbar nbar nbar advp vbar

adam topu çocuğa hemen attı

man ball -acc child -dat immediately throw -past-2sg


cat noun
form adam
case nom
num sg
person 3




cat noun
form topu
case acc
num sg
person 3




cat noun
form çocuğa
case dat
num sg
person 3



[
cat adv
form hemen

] 
cat verb
form attı
tense past
num sg
person 3



Figure 2: Syntactic analysis and the unifying feature struc-
tures.

4.3. Suffix Splitting

At the end of the syntactic analysis, the parser outputs the
MA hypotheses that are selected in the winning parse tree.
The stems and the suffix boundaries are marked in the parser
output. The suffixes are detached from the stem using the

boundary information. Next, the suffixes have to be normal-
ized in order to reduce the number of different forms in the
corpus. For example, the final form for the sample sentence
in (6a) is shown in (6b).

(6) a. bu düğmeyi dikebilir misin ?
this button- sew- INTER- ?

ACC ABIL 2SG
’Can you sew this button?’

b. bu düğme +yI dik +AbIl +Ir mI
+sIn ?

In Turkish, the suffixes are formed according to vowel
harmony rules: The type of the vowel in the suffix must be
of the same type of the last vowel in the word stem. That is,
a word with a front vowel in the last syllable can be followed
by a suffix which has front vowels only. Similarly, back vow-
els can be followed only by back vowels. This fact can be
seen in (7a): The word ‘fare’ (mouse) takes the -ler plural
marker because the last vowel ‘e’ is a front vowel. How-
ever, the word ‘insan’ (human) takes the -lar plural marker
because the last vowel ‘a’ is a back vowel. As a result, the
same suffix can have different surface forms when attached
to different words because of vowel harmony. The vowels in
the suffixes are normalized in order to reduce the number of
different suffixes. For example, the two distinct plural mark-
ers are normalized as -lAr as shown in (7b). Capital letters
in the suffixes represent normalized forms.

(7) a. fareler ve insanlar
mouse-PL and human-PL
’(Of) mice and men’

b. fare +lAr ve insan +lAr

Table 2 shows the word count statistics for the training
corpus. The first two rows in the table show the numbers for
the original corpus. The third row, labeled as tr.split1,
represents the Turkish corpus where all suffixes are split.
In tr.split1, the number of unique words drops down
to 7151, however the average sentence length increases to
10.54. Next, in order to equalize the average sentence length,
we only split words that have a frequency less than a thresh-
old value which is calculated to be 24. The tr.split2
represents the corpus where only the less frequent words are
split. In this case, the average sentence length in Turkish gets
close to the length in English. The system parameters are re-
tuned for the split1 and split2 experiments.

4.4. Word Reordering

Although there are many word reordering possibilities be-
tween Turkish and English as explained in Section 3, we
only reordered the Turkish infinitive marker. For example,
the sentence in (8a) is reordered as shown in (8b).
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# of # of avg. sent. unique
lines words length words

1 en 19972 189K 9.46 7182
2 tr 19972 140K 7.05 17265
3 tr.split1 19972 210K 10.54 7151
4 tr.split2 19972 189K 9.45 7822

Table 2: Word count statistics for the training corpus.

(8) a. okumak istiyorum
read-INF want-PRES-1SG

’I want to read’

b. oku +mAk iste +yor +Im
+mAk oku iste +yor +Im

5. Results and Discussions
In this section we present the evaluation scores that are ob-
tained after applying the preprocessing steps. The devset2
file is used as the test file and it contains 16 reference transla-
tions. The results are listed in Table 3. The same preprocess-
ing steps that are applied to the training data are also applied
to the test input sentences. The baseline system is the one
that is described in Section 2. Unfortunately, the preprocess-
ing steps did not help to improve the BLEU scores. Splitting
all suffixes (split1) resulted in 1 point drop in the BLEU
score and splitting less frequent words (split2) resulted
in 4 point drop in the BLEU score. The last row in Table
3 shows the scores of our rule-based MT system. The rule-
based system is not trained on the training data, therefore, it
is solely a constraint system. The scores of the rule-based
MT system is only listed for comparison purposes.

System BLEU METEOR
1 baseline 51.66 57.83
2 split1 50.62 63.17
3 split2 48.38 61.77
4 rule-based 20.13 26.48

Table 3: BLEU and METEOR scores for the different sys-
tems.

The METEOR scores, however, indicate the opposite of
the BLEU scores. There are more than 5 points gain in the
METEOR score if all suffixes are split (split1). The gain
is close to 4 METEOR points if less frequent words are split
(split2). Although, the BLEU scores in Table 3 indicate
that the suffix splitting attempt did not pay off as expected,
the disagreement between the METEOR and BLEU scores
foster further investigation. In search for the reason of the
BLEU score drop, we did a second round of experiments af-
ter increasing the default distortion limit from 6 to 12. The

motivation behind this experiment is that the splitting in-
creases the phrase length and this length increase might re-
quire large-scale reorderings.

The new scores with the new distortion limit value are
presented in Table 4. The new scores are consistent with
our expectations. The split1 system is the best perform-
ing system both in terms of BLEU and METEOR scores.
There is a 3 BLEU point gain if compared to the baseline
system. In terms of METEOR scores, the difference between
the baseline and the split1 system is more than 7 points.
The split2 system did not perform better than the baseline
system even with the new distortion limit value. This result
indicates that it has a negative effect on the translation quality
if the splitting is not performed in a consistent manner.

System BLEU METEOR
1 baseline 52.33 57.97
2 split1 55.32 65.37
3 split2 50.05 62.55

Table 4: BLEU and METEOR scores after increasing the
distortion limit to 12.

6. Conclusions

We have described our Turkish-to-English SMT system for
the IWSLT09 task in detail. The different challenges in ma-
chine translating from Turkish to English are highlighted at
the beginning of our paper. We also discussed the prepro-
cessing steps that are implemented in the system. We have
explored two different suffix splitting schemes and their ef-
fects on the BLEU and METEOR scores. The results im-
ply that the applied preprocessing steps degraded the BLEU
scores by 1 point if a small distortion limit was used. The
gain from the preprocessing steps was 3 BLEU points with
a higher distortion limit. The METEOR scores showed the
positive effect of the morpho-syntactic preprocessing steps
even with a small distortion limit. The gain was 5.3 ME-
TEOR points with a small distortion limit and it was 7.4
points with a higher distortion limit. It is important to no-
tice that evaluation using a single metric can be misleading.

We continue to explore different preprocessing and re-
ordering schemes in order to further improve the overall sys-
tem performance. We also investigate the possibility of in-
corporating the experience from the processing of other mor-
phologically rich languages like Arabic as in [11].
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